Lu Wenying (active 1480-1507), River Village in a Rainstorm, ink and color on silk, 169.2 x 103.5 cm, CHINA—Ming dynasty, 1368–1644

Du Jin (attr., c. 1465-1509), Enjoying Antiques, Ink and colors on silk, 126 x 187 cm, CHINA—Ming dynasty, 1368–1644

Liu Yuan (Garden for Lingering) in Suzhou, 1522-66, CHINA—Ming dynasty, 1368–1644

Shen Zhou (1427–1509), “Poet on a Mountain Top” Ink on paper, 39 x 60 cm, CHINA—Ming dynasty, 1368–1644

Zhou Chen (1485? – 1525), Beggars and Street Characters, ink and color on paper, 31.9cm x 244.5cm, CHINA—Ming dynasty, 1368–1644

Dong Qichang (1555-1636), Wan Luan Thatched Cottage 1597, Ink on paper, 111 x 37 cm, CHINA—Ming dynasty, 1368–1644
Kangnido (Map of the World), 1402
KOREA– Choson Dynasty, 1392-1911

Map of Seoul
Ink and color on Paper
KOREA– Choson Dynasty, 1392-1911

Gyeongbok Palace

Geunjeongjeon (Ruling with Diligence Hall)
At Gyeongbok Palace (Bright Fortune Palace)
First constructed in 1390s
KOREA– Choson Dynasty, 1392-1911

Sun, Moon, and Mountains Screen
Folding Screen; color on paper
And, Throne in Geunjeongjeon,
Gyeongbok Palace
KOREA– Choson Dynasty, 1392-1911

Banquet for Successful Candidates of State Examination
1580
Ink and color on silk, 118 x 106 cm
KOREA– Choson Dynasty, 1392-1911